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                     TESTIMONY FOR SB 978 


                                    


 


TO:     Senate Judiciary Committee  (OLIS  


 


FROM:  Leo Jay Perkins 


 


DATE:   04/01/2019 


 


Please accept this letter as my formal testimony for SB 978. 


 


    Thank you for your time. I am a resident of Oregon since 1999. And I became a  citizen of the United 


States at the age of 14 when I was eligible.  I am writing today to ask that you stop pushing these 


unconventional laws on the lawful citizen of this state. You are pushing a agenda that not only goes 


against both the State and Nation constitutions but also putting the citizen in harm’s way. This bill not 


only gives people the ability to discriminate against the citizen but also to see no justice for those being 


discriminated against.  


    When elected to your position you swore an oath to uphold the State Constitution.  By passing this 


law you will violate that oath. By restricting our ability to properly defend of ourselves and others. You 


are trying to pass laws that have already been settled at the Supreme Court level by requiring cable 


locks and trigger guards. DC VS. Heller. So this would make it null and void. Marbury VS. Madison. 


     By resisting law abiding citizens where they can carry only puts people in danger and allows 


persecution of those that have done nothing wrong. Simply by having a tool that has done no harm. It is 


time to hold the person responsible not a inanimate object. 


     To miss label an object to spread  fear is not in the best interest of the citizens of this state. By doing 


so you are misrepresenting yourselves and doing a disservice.  Semi automatic rifles are not 


machineguns  so no matter what verb you put on front a noun will not change the definition.  Hence 


assault rifle. 


     Not only does this proposed law violates the 2nd amendment it also violates the 4th amendment to 


have secure person house papers and effects by ordering how we must secure those effects by unjust 


search and seizure.  


      This law also puts undue burden on the citizens for holding them responsible for others actions. 


Instead of hold those responsible for their own actions.  What will be next holding people responsible 


for stolen cars that are used in accidents.  And when the guns are gone will knifes be next. 







     I would just to remind you of the State Constitution Section 1. Natural rights inherent in 


people. We declare that all men, when they form social compact are equal in right: that all 


power is inherent in the people, and all free goverments are founded on their authority,  and 


Instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness; and they have at all times a right to alter, reform,  


abolish the government in such manner as they think proper. 


Respectfully,    Leo Jay Perkins. 


 


 






